ULTIFORMITY, according to Albert Lord, is a basic feature of oral traditional poetry.1 In his writings, lectures, and conversations, Lord preferred to use the terms multiformity and multiform instead of variation and variant in order to emphasize the fluidity of oral poetry, to be contrasted with the fixity of written texts. Lord was worried that those who are unfamiliar with the workings of any given oral tradition might easily be misled to think of its variants exclusively in terms of a preexisting fixed text:
Let us begin by applying both synchronic and diachronic perspectives to the concept of oral composition, which can be understood as a process of recomposition in the context of each new performance.4 From a synchronic point of view, oral composition at any given time and place may be relatively more or less multiform, along a graded continuum extending from relatively more fluid to relatively more rigid systems of recomposition-inperformance; from a diachronic point of view as well, the process of oral composition may be more or less multiform at different phases of its history.5 Proposing an evolutionary model for the making of Homeric poetry, I have argued that the Iliad and Odyssey were relatively more multiform in earlier phases and relatively less so in later phases of developments that resulted ultimately in the Homeric texts as we now have them.6 The progressive reduction of multiformity resulted primarily from the passage of Homeric poetry through an Athenian phase of development-a "Panathenaic bottleneck."7 In view of continuing debate over the very concept of multiformity as applied to the Homeric poems, it is timely to reassess the evolutionary model in general and the theory of a Panathenaic bottleneck in particular.
In response to the challenge posed by Lord's concept of multiformity, the evolutionary model presents an alternative to the numerous attempts at reconstructing an "original" text of Homer. In terms of this model, we may envisage five "ages of Homer," five periods of progressively less fluidity, more rigidity: with the reform of Homeric performance traditions in Athens during the regime of Demetrius of Phalerum, which lasted from 317 to 307. 5. A relatively most rigid period, with texts as scripture, from the middle of the second century onward; this period starts with the completion of Aristarchus' editorial work on the Homeric texts, not long after 150 or so, which is a date that also marks the general disappearance of the so-called eccentric papyri.8
By the time of period 3, Homeric poetry reaches a phase that can be described in terms of "textualization"-without our having to posit an original "text." A key to this concept of textualization is the factor of diffusion, complementing the two more basic factors of oral poetics, composition and performance.9 This third factor of oral poetics, diffusion, can in some cases involve a process of centralization-even if in other cases it is a process of decentralization, of atomized dispersal.10 In period 3 of the evolutionary model, the hypothetical point of "textualization," I posit a clearly defined center for the diffusion, or "broadcasting," of Homeric poetry. The centralized diffusion would have involved centripetal as well as centrifugal forces-"a centralized context for both the coming together of diverse audiences and the spreading outward of more unified traditions."'1 This center of diffusion was the seasonally recurring festival of the Panathenaea at Athens. For period 3, it is useful to picture the Athenian or "Panathenaic" phase of Homeric poetry as a "bottleneck" that affects the flow of ongoing oral traditions.
In terms of this metaphor of a "Panathenaic bottleneck," we may envisage a movement from decentralized multiplicity toward centralized unity. The living South Slavic oral traditions described by Lord are decentralized, abounding in a multiplicity of thematic and formal variants. A similar type of multiplicity can also be posited for period 1 in the evolutionary model for ancient Greek oral poetry and, to a lesser degree, for period 2. In period 3, however, such multiplicity becomes "gradually squeezed into a centralized unity that allows for only minimal variation."12 In terms of the evolutionary model, only the Iliad and the Odyssey pass through the "Panathenaic bottleneck," starting in the sixth century B.C.E.; other archaic Greek epic traditions, most notably the "Cyclic" poetry of the Cypria, the Aithiopis, the Little Iliad, and the Iliou Persis, are exempt.
The wording "minimal variation" is intended to reflect an inherent relativity in the concept of multiformity: by the time we reach period 3, in terms For this commentator, the notion of the "fixity" of the Iliad is to be explained by the hypothesis of an "original" text dictated by an eighth-century Homer.14 The evolutionary model, recalling Lord's view that "we must cease trying to find an original of any traditional song," obviates the need to posit such an "original." It sees the "fixity" of the Homeric poems as relative, resulting from a progressive decrease in multiformity, not from an "original" uniformity.15
The idea of Homeric "fixity" has led to assumptions of a rigid distinction between multiformity and uniformity, so that Lord's concept of multiformity as applied to the Homeric Iliad is rejected-while it is accepted for the Epic Cycle, as exemplified by the Cypria.16 It is worthwhile to address the assumptions inherent in such an absolutizing notion of multiformity, given the disparity between this view and the concept of multiformity as formulated by Lord. For the moment, however, let us concentrate on a contrasting concept, "uniformity."
To argue that the Iliad is "uniform" in contrast to the Cypria, which is multiform, requires a special explanation for the exempting of Homeric poetry: The fundamental issue here is the concept of multiformity itself. What is described as "the remarkable uniformity" of the Iliad and the Odyssey could instead be viewed as a matter of relatively less multiformity in terms of these poems' evolution, as opposed to relatively more multiformity in the Cypria and in the rest of the Cycle. Multiformity and "uniformity" as polar opposites cannot simply be mapped onto oral and written poetry respectively.
What is the "additional factor" at work in making the Homeric poems distinct from the Cycle? In terms of the evolutionary model, the factor of the Panathenaea and the "Panathenaic bottleneck," beginning at period 3, is critical. Some time in the second half of the sixth century B.C.E., around the starting point of this period, the evolution of the Homeric poems diverges radically from the evolution of the Cycle. It is striking that scholars should argue for a textual multiformity that lasts a thousand years. Such an emphasis on longue duree suggests that, in the case of the Cypria, the argument needs a stark contrast with the textual history of the Iliad, which takes up roughly the same time span. According to this argument, the Cycle in general and the Cypria in particular stayed multiform for a thousand years in contrast to the Iliad, which was supposedly "uniform" from the very start: "But there has always been only one As we work our way forward in time, to be sure, we find that the degree of textual multiformity becomes minimal. Still, even in the latest phases of the ancient textual history, it is a question of degrees: we find ever less multiformity, not absolute "uniformity."
Perhaps it would be useful for us to reverse, as it were, our temporal direction. If we work our way backward in time, not forward, as we trace the textual history of the Homeric poems, the implausibility of a "uniform" Panathenaic text of the Iliad and the Odyssey, surviving unchanged from the second half of the sixth century B.C.E. all the way to the second half of the second, can be intuited more easily. What we see is a marked increase in degrees of multiformity as we move back from the fifth to the fourth to the third periods-from "scripture" to "script" to "transcript." As Apthorp has also demonstrated, Homeric verses that were athetized by Aristarchus nevertheless "counted": they were included in the base text of his edition. In other words, they were part of the official numerus versuum. By contrast, verses that were omitted by Aristarchus from his base text fell outside the count, as it were, and they were not part of the numerus versuum. These omitted verses, nowadays known as "plus verses," can be In terms of my evolutionary model, the plus verses of Homeric poetry belong to a phase so early that they predate the system of numerus versuum. If we contemplate the later phases, when this system of verse counting was being introduced, we can see the emergence of a principle that regulates performances, not texts per se. The passage from unregulated to regulated verse counts in the performance tradition would correspond to a passage from "transcript" to "script" in the text tradition. In other words, the principle of numerus versuum had to be performative before it became purely textual. Moreover, the passage from performative to purely textual verse counting would correspond to a passage from "script" to "scripture."
The plus verses are a most valuable test case. As a rule, they do not fit, either textually or thematically: we find that there is usually something "off" about them in terms of the overall text as we know it from viewing the Homeric poems through the lens of the "vulgate" version. But there is nothing "off" about these same plus verses in terms of the overall system as we know it from viewing Homeric poetry through the lens of its formulas and themes inherited from a continuing oral poetic tradition.
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